


 





ABSTRACT                                                  

The world's first and greatest relationship is the relation

between husband and wife which is established on the pillars of

love and trust. Allah has made the means of satisfaction for both

of them and persuaded them to pay and respect each other's

rights. The descriptions of these rights are given in  The Holy

Quran.Sometimes it happens that men or women go astray

from the right path and do not take care of each other rights but

one's perceptions of the person are elevated if it is from a

devotee woman. The order is that it to be understood. If you do

not correct yourself, than separate yourself from the bed room,

even if you do not correct it then both the steps taken should be

explained so that they can make their own correction. The Word

"   " has been used but our translations gave the

meaning"To punish them".This translation is not correct but it

means " To describe".

As a result, it has been used on this  article refferd by

various Arabic texts and disciplines of various Quranic verses

and have proved that the correct interpretation ismentioned in the

verse (Al-Nisaa/34)"   "and the Holy Quran at

thirty(30)different places have come to describe the meaning of 



 



Darba(  )Thus,Researcher has proved the Hadeeth tradition  

that encourages men to take hands on women is suspicious and

it is not correct according to the teaching of Holy Quran.

keywords:Husband,Wife, Rights,Daraba,Take hands,To

punish them,To describe.
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